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[1] An inversion technique for estimating the properties of the magnetospheric plasma
from the harmonic frequencies of the toroidal standing Alfvén waves has been used to
derive the global equatorial mass density covering radial distances from 4 to 9 Earth radii
(RE ), within the local time sector spanning from 0300 to 1900 h. This broad range of L
shell extending to the outer magnetosphere allows us to examine the local time and radial
dependence of the quiet time equatorial mass density during solar minimum and thereby
construct a global distribution of the equatorial mass density. The toroidal Alfvén waves
were detected with magnetometers on the Active Magnetospheric Particle Tracer
Explorers (AMPTE)/Charge Composition Explorer (CCE) during the nearly 5 year
interval from August 1984 to January 1989 and on the Geostationary Operational
Environmental Satellites (GOES) (10, 11, and 12) for 2 years from 2007 to 2008, both of
which were operating during solar minimum years. The derived equatorial mass density,
eq , at geosynchronous orbit (GEO) monotonically increases with increasing magnetic
local time (MLT) from the nightside toward the dusk sector. At other radial distances, eq
has the same MLT variation as that of GEO, while the magnitude logarithmically
decreases with increasing L value. An investigation of the Dst and Kp dependence shows
that the median value of eq varies little in the daytime sector during moderately
disturbed times, which agrees with previous studies. eq calculated from the F10.7
dependent empirical model shows good agreement with that of CCE but overestimates
that of GOES probably due to the extreme solar cycle minimum in years 2007–2008.
Citation: Min, K., J. Bortnik, R. E. Denton, K. Takahashi, J. Lee, and H. J. Singer (2013), Quiet time equatorial mass density
distribution derived from AMPTE/CCE and GOES using the magnetoseismology technique, J. Geophys. Res. Space Physics,
118, 6090–6105, doi:10.1002/jgra.50563.

1. Introduction
[2] Toroidal mode standing Alfvén waves (referred to as
toroidal waves hereafter) can be used to infer the physical
properties of the magnetospheric plasma that sustains the
oscillation. The inversion technique, termed “normal mode
magnetospheric seismology,” has been used by numerous
authors to derive the mass variation along the ﬁeld line
from space (e.g., review and references in Denton [2006],
and recent studies by Denton et al. [2009], Takahashi and
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Denton [2007], and Takahashi et al. [2008, 2010]) to the
ground (e.g., review in Waters et al. [2006], and references
therein). Despite the limited number of toroidal frequencies
observable from instruments, the strong dependence of the
inversion on the accuracy of the measured frequencies and
the simpliﬁed magnetic ﬁeld models that made the technique
difﬁcult to deploy [Denton et al., 2001, 2004a; Takahashi
et al., 2006], the unique advantage of remotely diagnosing
the mass variation along the ﬁeld line has motivated studies
that led to improvements over time.
[3] We summarize only a few results from recent studies in the context of space observation. First, using a more
general polynomial density model has revealed small-scale
structures in the mass variation along the ﬁeld line, which the
simple power law variation, used traditionally, could not discern. For instance, Takahashi et al. [2004, 2006] and Denton
et al. [2006] used the toroidal frequencies observed by the
Combined Release and Radiation Effects Satellite (CRRES)
to show the existence of a local density enhancement at
the magnetic equator and that the enhancement increases
with increasing radial distance. Similarly, Takahashi and
Denton [2007] used the toroidal frequencies observed by
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Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellites (GOES)
and found that the local enhancement is also dependent
on the local time (magnetic local time (MLT)) of observation. The power law model  = eq (LRE /R)˛ , used in
previous studies [e.g., Cummings et al., 1969], fails to capture the local maximum. Several physical mechanisms have
been suggested for this local enhancement, including an
enhanced potential well at the higher radial distances due to
the centrifugal force [Denton et al., 2006], the formation of
a localized partial ring current related to the heavy ion (or
oxygen) torus [Roberts et al., 1987; Takahashi and Denton,
2007], or an anisotropic distribution (through local adiabatic
processes, global transportation, or perpendicular heating by
ion cyclotron waves) of the ions, or any combination thereof
[Takahashi and Denton, 2007].
[4] The second point we highlight is the fact that the
derived mass density imposes a constraint on the ion composition which is otherwise difﬁcult to measure due mainly
to the limited instrument sensitivity at low thermal speeds.
Takahashi et al. [2006] investigated the average ion mass,
a ratio of the mass density to the electron number density,
to narrow down the bounds of the ion composition, and
Takahashi et al. [2008] inferred the dominance of heavy ions
in the plasma trough between the plasmasphere and drainage
plume through a similar technique. Berube et al. [2005], on
the other hand, used ground-based ULF wave diagnostics to
show the enhancement of the heavy ion concentrations and
the presence of a heavy ion torus during disturbed times.
[5] As a ﬁnal note, Takahashi et al. [2010] recently
reported the long-term mass density modulation by F10.7
and sunspot number as well as short-term variation with
respect to the geomagnetic indices. They showed that F10.7
and 27 day averaged mass density are highly correlated,
implying that the solar UV/EUV control of ion production
at ionospheric heights is strongly reﬂected in mass density variations, whereas the correlation with the geomagnetic
indices is somewhat weaker, although the magnetospheric
convection system still controls the transport.
[6] Despite a few decades of spaceborne observations, our
current understanding of the mass variation on a global scale
is yet to be quantiﬁed. To this end, the current paper attempts
to investigate the mass variation on a larger spatial scale
than in previous studies using a large number of samples of
the toroidal frequencies observed by the magnetometer on
the Active Magnetospheric Particle Tracer Explorers/Charge
Composition Explorer spacecraft (referred to as CCE hereafter). Along similar lines, Takahashi et al. [2002] used
the fundamental mode frequency, fT1 , determined using the
energetic particle as well as magnetometer data, but mainly
focused on the frequency identiﬁcation and indirect derivation of the mass density using the Global Core Plasma Model
(GCPM) [Gallagher et al., 2000]. Unlike their study, we
only use the magnetometer data and use the third harmonic
frequency, fT3 , to derive the equatorial mass density assuming a power law variation, following similar analyses by
Takahashi and Denton [2007] and Takahashi et al. [2010].
We also use the GOES magnetometer data to enhance our
data set and for the added purpose of cross comparison and
validation of our analysis.
[7] The present paper extensively uses the results of
Takahashi et al. [2010] for validation of our analysis procedure and intercomparison of our results. After a short

description of the inversion technique in section 2, we
demonstrate the identiﬁcation process of the toroidal waves
and the harmonics with a sample orbit in section 3 and show
the statistical results in detail in sections 4 and 5. We discuss
and summarize the results in sections 6 and 7, respectively.

2. Normal Mode Magnetospheric Seismology
[8] The frequencies of the toroidal standing Alfvén waves
depend on the ﬁeld line distribution of mass, analogous
to the oscillation of a string whose ends are ﬁxed. Under
the assumption of a realistic magnetic ﬁeld model and
axisymmetry of the equilibrium and wave perturbation in
the inner magnetosphere [Denton et al., 2001], the MHD
shear Alfvén waves can be described by the wave equation
[Singer et al., 1981] (refer to typographical correction in
Denton et al. [2004a])
@2 0
1 @ 2
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(1)

where  0 is the linear displacement in the direction of the
oscillation ˛ (assumed to be in the azimuthal direction at the
magnetic equator for the toroidal mode) divided by scale factor h˛ (proportional to the distance to an adjacent ﬁeld line in
the direction of oscillation), VA is the Alfvén speed, B0 is the
magnitude of the equilibrium magnetic ﬁeld, and s is the distance along the ﬁeld line. This wave equation can be solved
in a nondipolar magnetic ﬁeld geometry to obtain harmonic
frequencies, ! . In this paper, we assume that the ionosphere
is a perfect conductor located at radial distance 1.015 RE
( 100 km in altitude) [Denton et al., 2006]. The Tsyganenko 89 (T89) [Tsyganenko, 1987, 1989] magnetic ﬁeld
model was used because this model only requires the Kp
index as an input parameter. The dipole magnetic ﬁeld was
also used in parallel for the purpose of veriﬁcation although
the result is not shown in this paper.
[9] In order to derive the equatorial mass distribution
from the observed toroidal harmonics, we assume the power
law mass density model [Denton et al., 2001, 2004a]
Â
 = eq

LRE
R

Ã˛
,

(2)

where L is the farthest radial distance of the ﬁeld line, R is
the distance at any given point on the ﬁeld line, and ˛ is the
power law index. Given this density model, the free parameters, eq and ˛ , can be found by minimizing the difference
between the observed toroidal frequencies and the solutions
of equation (1) in a least squares sense [Denton et al., 2001,
2004a].
[10] The power law index, ˛ , is usually assumed to vary
between 0 and 6 depending on the location [Cummings
et al., 1969]. Theoretical studies suggest that for L < 6
(plasmasphere), ˛ = 0 – 1 based on a diffusive equilibrium model and for L > 6 (plasmatrough), ˛  3–4 based
on a collisional distribution model [Lemaire and Gringauz,
1998]. As discussed by Takahashi et al. [2006], equation (2)
does not represent the mass variation along the ﬁeld line
for L > 6 because of the local maximum around the equator. Nevertheless, ˛  1 represents the mass density near
the magnetic equator better than ˛  4 [Takahashi et al.,
2004; Denton et al., 2006]. Following the statistical study
by Takahashi et al. [2010], we chose ˛ = 1 and calculated
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Figure 1. Spatial coverage of (a) CCE and (b) GOES intervals used in this study. The bin size is 1 RE in radial distance
(CCE only) and 1 h in MLT. The number of available ﬁeld
vectors in each bin is normalized to the maximum number
of ﬁeld vectors across all L (CCE only) and MLT bins.
eq to derive the global equatorial mass density distribution.
In section 6.3, we revisit this assumption and discuss the
effective ˛ values.

3. Data Set and Analysis
3.1. CCE
[11] CCE acquired scientiﬁc data from August 1984 to
January 1989. It had a 1.2  8.8 RE elliptical orbit with an
inclination of 5ı . The spacecraft was spin stabilized with a
spin period of 5.9 s and a spin axis that remained within
15ı of the Sun-Earth line. As shown in Figure 1a, CCE
covered the near-equatorial plane over a wide range of L values although the number of samples are biased toward the
prenoon sector. The large number of samples in the 8–9 RE
bin is evident due to the spacecraft apogee location.
[12] The ﬂuxgate magnetometer [Potemra et al., 1985]
on board CCE acquired data at a sampling rate of 8

vectors s–1 , with one component along the satellite spin axis
and two components in the spin plane. The vector samples
were rotated from the spacecraft coordinates into the geocentric solar ecliptic coordinate system and averaged down
to a 5.9 s resolution to match the spin period of the spacecraft
[Takahashi and Strangeway, 1990; Takahashi et al., 2002]
(http://sd-www.jhuapl.edu/AMPTE/MAG/).
[13] The spin-averaged ﬁeld data provided in a daily format were reorganized into orbital format (the data were
sliced at each perigee pass). Since the toroidal frequencies of
equation (1) are found to be proportional
to the magnitude
p
of the magnetic ﬁeld ( fn  B/ ) in the Wentzel-KramersBrillouin (WKB) approximation, the frequency variation
between inbound and outbound orbits will be roughly symmetric with respect to the apogee and thus organizing the
data in an orbital format makes it easier to extract the
toroidal frequencies. During this process, data for L < 4 were
discarded due to the sampling rate of the magnetometer (the
second or third harmonic at L = 4 is at about the Nyquist
frequency) and the increased orbital speed of the spacecraft.
[14] The reorganized data were then resampled with a
sampling frequency, fsample (t) (explained later in this section)
that varied with time. The resampling process is done as follows. Letting tstart and tend be the start and end times of each
orbit, we ﬁrst set a time axis, ti , such that 0  ti < tend – tstart .
At each time segment, ti , we resample the entire data at a
sampling rate given by fsample (ti ) and then rotate the resampled data into mean-ﬁeld-aligned (MFA) coordinates where
ez is along the mean ﬁeld deﬁned by the running averages
of the resampled data over a 1536 second window, ex is
radially outward in the plane containing the mean ﬁeld and
the spacecraft position vector, and ey is eastward completing the right-hand rule. Practically, we only need to resample
window length wide (plus extra padding for the running
average) data segment centered at ti . Finally, the mean ﬁeld
is subtracted from the rotated ﬁeld to get the waveform. Note
that the sampling rate remains ﬁxed in a given window.
[15] Figure 2a shows the azimuthal component of Fast
Fourier Transformed (FFT) power spectral density with
fsample (t) ﬁxed to 1/6 s–1 . A 128 point hamming window
was multiplied with the waveform before the Fourier transform. Five harmonic frequencies can readily be inferred,
even though the spectral power at the fourth frequency, fT4 , is
faint. Starting at 80 mHz at the beginning of the spectrogram,
the third harmonic frequency, fT3 , which is most prominent,
decreases to about 25 mHz at apogee, shown near the center
of the spectrogram.
[16] Due to the large variation of the frequency as a function of L value, it is difﬁcult, especially for the automatic
frequency identiﬁcation, to extract the toroidal frequencies
consistently across the L values. For example, in Figure 2a,
the frequency separation at apogee is too small to resolve
discrete harmonics (even though this example shows relatively clean harmonic structure which is not always the
case). To have the automatic detection work reliably, we
scaled the sampling rate by choosing a simple parabolic
function for fsample , given by 1/fsample (t) = 12 + (6 – 12) 
(2t/(tend – tstart ) – 1)2 . The maximum and minimum sampling
frequencies were set to 1/6 and 1/12 s–1 , respectively. This
scaling is equivalent to increasing the window length as the
spacecraft moves to the apogee. The resulting power spectra then have an increased frequency resolution around the
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full width at half maximum. After the automatic algorithm
ﬁltered out the frequency at the toroidal mode spectral peak,
the fT3 ’s were then manually selected by visual inspection.
Shown in Figure 2b are the automatically detected fpeak ’s
among which the manually selected fT3 ’s are colored in red.
As is clear from the ﬁgure, the automatic algorithm was able
to detect all the frequency structure in this sample.
[20] We also followed the aforementioned automatic procedure with a window length of 200 points for comparison.
The resulting fpeak ’s from both results were almost identical. We used both results for manually choosing fT3 because
(1) one result can be cross-checked by another and (2) there
are often cases where superimposing two results seamlessly
connect the continuous fT3 line as well as other fpeak lines
by ﬁlling each other’s missing gaps. In the above example,
these peaks were identical because the spectral peaks were
well deﬁned.
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Figure 2. Toroidal Alfvén waves observed on 15
September 1984. (a) FFT power spectra and (b) the
identiﬁed toroidal frequencies. The red dots shown on
Figure 2b indicate the third harmonic frequencies. For a better identiﬁcation of the spectral features, the residual power
is shown.
apogee where the harmonic frequencies are closely spaced.
We tried fsample based on the WKB approximation but the
result was not satisfactory. The simple parabolic function
for fsample was determined by examining the pattern of the
frequency variations.
[17] We also used the power spectra obtained using the
maximum entropy method (MEM) [Ulrich and Bishop,
1975; Press et al., 1992]. This technique was used in
Takahashi et al. [2010] and their related previous papers,
and proved to be more practical than previous methods in
that: (1) the spectra is given in an analytical form, and (2)
the spectral peaks are sharply deﬁned. MEM is identical to
the autoregressive spectral analysis and the best MEM order
can be determined by using a criterion called Akaike Information Criterion at each time MEM is applied [Ulrich and
Bishop, 1975]. In this paper, however, a ﬁxed MEM order
15 was used after several experiments.
[18] We found that the third harmonic frequencies, fT3 ,
were most common in the data set. Similar to Takahashi
and Denton [2007] and Takahashi et al. [2010], we selected
the fT3 samples to which all other identiﬁed frequencies
were normalized. The selection of fT3 is different from
Takahashi et al. [2002] who used the fundamental frequency (fT1 ) identiﬁed mainly from the energetic particle
ﬂux anisotropy (proxy of transverse electric ﬁeld) obtained
from the Medium-Energy Particle Analyzer data.
[19] For the automatic detection, we applied the same
constraints as Takahashi et al. [2010] to distinguish the frequencies at real peaks from those due to noise. That is, we
counted the frequency, fpeak , at the peak of y component of
the spectral power Py as a toroidal mode spectral peak only if
Py > Pz and Py > 3Px , and fpeak  3 mHz, where f is the

3.2. GOES
[21] In addition to the CCE data, we also used GOES
vector magnetic ﬁeld samples from the GOES 10, 11, and
12 magnetometer data [Singer et al., 1996]. While GOES
magnetometer data have been available for decades, special
efforts provided an approximate 2 year interval (during 2007
and 2008) of continuous high-resolution 0.5 s data that are
used in this study. The primary purpose for using this data set
is for (1) validation of our harmonic identiﬁcation process by
comparing our GOES statistics with those of Takahashi and
Denton [2007] and Takahashi et al. [2010], and for (2) crosschecking the derived equatorial density from the CCE data
set at geosynchronous orbit, again for veriﬁcation purpose.
Since both missions were operating during solar minimum
(Figure 3), the GOES data set should be a suitable choice for
this purpose.
[22] Figure 1b shows the spatial coverage of GOES 10,
11, and 12 as a function of MLT. The MLT is binned in steps
of 1 h and the number of samples at each bin and each spacecraft is normalized to the maximum number of samples of
all bins and all spacecraft. Except that GOES 10 sampled the
magnetic ﬁeld less frequently than the other two spacecraft,
the magnetic ﬁeld samples are evenly distributed in MLT
( 5% variation).
[23] The data were provided with 0.512 s resolution in the
Geocentric Solar Magnetospheric coordinate system. Each
data set was combined and sliced at 0000 MLT to have the
magnetic ﬁeld samples organized in MLT, and processed
similarly to the CCE data. The fsample was ﬁxed to 1/8 s–1
in this case because the radial distance should not change at
all. The GOES data usually have very well deﬁned spectral
peaks and we used the window of length 256 points for both
FFT and MEM spectra.
3.3. Solar and Geomagnetic Activity
[24] Following the results obtained by Takahashi et al.
[2010], the underlying mass density is highly correlated with
the long-term solar cycle variation and somewhat weakly
correlated with the short-term geomagnetic activity. In contrast to their study though, our data set was obtained during
solar minimum throughout most of the mission period as
shown in Figure 3. Most of the time that CCE was operating was during solar minimum; near the end of its operation,
the solar cycle was in the rising phase of solar activity. In
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Figure 3. Solar and geomagnetic activity during the CCE and GOES mission periods used in this study.
One day-averaged 1 h OMNI data (hourly resolution, multi-source data set; http://omniweb.gsfc.
nasa.gov) were used to produce the plot. (top) Kp, (bottom) F10.7 (red), sunspot number (gray), and Dst
index (black). The shaded boxes indicate the periods that data were acquired. The vertical dashed line is
drawn on 1 February 1988.
this paper, we excluded the CCE data after February 1988
(indicated by the vertical dashed line in the ﬁgure) for the
statistical analysis to focus on the mass density variation
during the solar cycle minimum. The GOES satellites were
also operating during the solar minimum, as indicated by the
shaded area on the right half of the ﬁgure. Comparing the
geomagnetic and solar activity side by side, the period of the
GOES interval was quieter than that of the CCE operation:
F10.7 , Dst, and the sunspot numbers were more stable during
the GOES interval.

detection among three satellites. The subtle difference can be
attributed to the discrete GOES satellite location in magnetic
latitude (MLAT) [Takahashi and Anderson, 1992; Takahashi
et al., 2010]. Figure 5b shows the MLAT histogram of three
GOES satellites. MLAT was binned in steps of 2ı with no
overlap. The MLAT distribution of GOES 11 makes a sharp
peak at 5ı , while that of GOES 10 and 12 spans from 9ı
to 11ı and from 7ı and 13ı , respectively. Considering that
fT3 Location
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[25] Figure 4 shows the radial and local time distribution
of the identiﬁed fT3 samples from the CCE data set. As in
Takahashi et al. [2002], the distribution of the fT3 samples
in our data set is biased toward the dawn and prenoon sectors and is bound within L  10. Unlike their distribution of
the fT1 samples, a substantial number of the measurements
of fT3 in our data set are located within geosynchronous
orbit (GEO), but very few are found between 1800 and
0300 MLT. In fact, the toroidal waves were rarely found
around midnight in our data set (shaded area). This may be
one weakness of using the magnetic ﬁeld data in isolation
[Denton et al., 2001, 2004a].
[26] It is important to evaluate the detection rate of fT3
because the intensity of toroidal waves depends on the MLT
and L values [Takahashi et al., 2002, 2010]. MLT was
divided into 24 equally spaced, nonoverlapping bins, and the
L shells were divided into three equally spaced, nonoverlapping bins: 4 < L < 6, 6 < L < 8, and 8 < L < 10. At each
bin, we calculated the ratio of the number of the fT3 samples
to the available magnetic ﬁeld data segments.
[27] Figure 5a shows the fT3 detection rate for the data
set from the three GOES satellites. The three curves almost
coincide each other, indicating the consistent frequency

s

hr

s

4. Statistical Characteristics of fT3

L=10

Figure 4. The distribution of the CCE fT3 samples within
the range L = 4–10. The dotted concentric circles are drawn
at every 2 RE and the dashed circle is at 6.6 RE . The gray
area at midnight indicates a region having a small number of
fT3 samples.
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Figure 5. The fT3 detection rate as a function of MLT calculated from the (a) GOES and (c) CCE magnetometer data
and fT3 samples, and (b) the GOES magnetic latitude histogram. (Figures 5a and 5b) The rates and the magnetic
latitude histogram for GOES 10, 11, and 12 satellites are colored in black, red, and green, respectively. (Figure 5c) The
rates for 4 < L < 6, 6 < L < 8, and 8 < L < 10 bins
are colored in black, red, and green, respectively. Where the
detection rate is roughly below 10% is shaded.
the toroidal mode has a By node at the magnetic equator and
its amplitude increases monotonically toward an antinode
located at MLAT > 10ı [Cummings et al., 1969], the order
of the detection rates, GOES 10  GOES 12 > GOES 11,
may be explained by their latitudinal location. Compared to
Takahashi et al. [2010, Figure 5b], our result reproduces all
the essential features of their analysis. Namely, the detection rate is high in the prenoon sector, exceeds 10% between
0300 and 1800 MLT and tapers off toward midnight. These
authors suspected that the bias of the detection rate toward
the morningside is probably related to the upstream ULF
waves in the foreshock region and the orientation of the
interplanetary magnetic ﬁeld (IMF) which statistically follows Parker’s spiral. Another likely cause of the bias is
a region of high-density plasma at the post-noon sector,
which lowers not only the toroidal frequencies but also the
interval of the two adjacent frequencies. In fact, there were

quite a few occurrences of the tight harmonic structure in
our data set. The MEM spectra with the current settings
did not separate them clearly, nor did visual inspection. We
excluded these spectra to avoid false identiﬁcation of fT3 . As
a result, the averaged mass density presented in this paper,
particularly at post-noon sector, may be underestimated.
[28] Figure 5c shows the fT3 detection rate for the CCE
data set. The detection rate for L > 6 is very similar to that
of the GOES data set and that for L < 6 is slightly lower
in magnitude, but has essentially the same variation with
MLT. The fast transition of the spacecraft in the inner magnetosphere can cause broadening of spectral peaks of the
processed spectra and these peaks do not satisfy the f constraint. Compared to Takahashi et al. [2002], the number of
fT3 samples at the nighttime sector is much lower than the
number of their fT1 samples. As mentioned earlier, the processing issue and use of the magnetometer data in isolation
rather than the existence of the toroidal waves could result in
the lower detection rate. The region where the detection rate
for CCE is less than roughly 10% is indicated by a shaded
box, and the result in this region may not be statistically
signiﬁcant in this study.
[29] As an example, Figure 6 shows samples of the identiﬁed frequencies and the normalized frequencies to fT3 as
a function of MLT. For GOES (Figure 6a), a quarter of
GOES 10 samples were used, and for CCE (Figure 6b),
samples from 6 < L < 7 for the ﬁrst year were used to
produce the ﬁgure. In Figure 6a (top), the data points are
mixed and scattered although the lower three harmonic frequencies are separable. When normalized to fT3 in Figure 6a
(bottom), up to six harmonic frequencies are cleanly organized and the distribution is sharp around each toroidal
frequency line. This result can be compared to Takahashi
and Denton [2007, Figure 5]. The CCE samples in Figure 6b
have a more disordered distribution for both unnormalized
and normalized frequencies. In particular, there are quite a
few data points between the regularly spaced frequency lines
in the normalized frequencies. There may be two facts that
come into play: noise involved in the spectral peaks and
overextended L bin size. Concerning the size of the L bins,
we reduced the L bin size by half and compared the result
(not shown) to Figure 6b and there was a slight improvement. Given that, the false identiﬁcation of noise as the
toroidal frequencies and/or the uncertainty in determining
the location of the spectral peaks may contribute to the dispersion to a larger degree than those of the GOES samples.
Although improving the identiﬁcation and determination of
frequencies can be difﬁcult, the false identiﬁcation may be
signiﬁcantly reduced by visual inspection. In the current data
processing, only the fT3 samples were thoroughly checked.
[30] Despite all the technical difﬁculties, the toroidal frequencies of the CCE data set are clearly identiﬁable so that
the majority of the fT3 samples could correctly be identiﬁed
as the third harmonic toroidal frequency. As Denton et al.
[2001, 2004a] point out, using accurate toroidal frequencies
is the most crucial factor for the reliable mass density derivation. The statistical results in this section may indicate that
our method for detecting toroidal waves solely from magnetometer data can be applied to the data set observed over a
wide range of L shells.
[31] The present paper only uses the fT3 samples to investigate the equatorial mass density distribution. The fpeaks
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equation (2) is the only free parameter to be determined.
Since there is a strong correlation between the solar radiation and ion production [e.g., Lennartsson, 1989, 2010], we
should emphasize that our derived equatorial mass density
distribution is for solar minimum conditions.
[33] To investigate the statistical characteristics of the
equatorial mass density, eq , and fT3 , the median values and
the interquartile ranges (IQR, the range between the ﬁrst
quartile and the third quartile) were calculated at each MLT
and L bin. The choice of the median value and IQR is based
on the study of Takahashi et al. [2010] and employed here
for direct comparison. Throughout the analysis, MLT was
binned in steps of 2 h from 1 to 24 h with 1 h overlap, and
the L shells were binned in steps of L = 1 with L varying
from 4 to 9 with no overlap. Additionally, a GEO bin at each
MLT bin was deﬁned such that the center of the GEO bin is
chosen to be the median value of L of the three GOES satellites at the MLT bin. As shown in Figure 7, the L values of
GOES range between 6.8 and 7.1.
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Figure 6. The automatically detected toroidal frequencies
and the manually chosen fT3 ’s as a function of MLT. (a) A
quarter of the GOES 10 samples and (b) the ﬁrst year of
the CCE samples within 6 < L < 7 were used to produce
the plots. The (top) unnormalized and (bottom) normalized toroidal frequencies. The fT3 samples are indicated by
red dots.

5.1. Local Time Variation
[34] Figure 8a shows the variation of fT3 (top), eq
(middle), and the number of samples (bottom) as a function
of MLT at GEO. The median values and IQR are indicated
by the open circles and the error bars. The number of the
samples for CCE was more than 10 for most MLT sectors.
The CCE fT3 median value, starting from about 40 mHz at
0300 MLT, decreases monotonically down to < 25 mHz
toward 1700 MLT where it has a local minimum. A similar
study based on more nightside samples by Takahashi et al.
[2002] also showed the local minimum in frequency approximately at the same MLT. Additionally, the result therein
also showed the increasing toroidal frequency toward midnight. In comparison, the GOES fT3 median value has the
similar behavior to that of CCE except for the slightly larger
magnitude and MLT of the local minimum. What caused
the discrepancy in the local minimum MLT is unclear at the
time of writing, but we suspect that the small number of
samples of the CCE data set at the 1800–0300 MLT might
have caused the discrepancy. Due to questions about the

samples can, however, give us the ﬁeld line variation as
well [e.g., Denton et al., 2006, 2007], which is currently
under investigation.

[32] Using the detected fT3 samples, we calculated the
equatorial mass density using the power law model with the
power law index ˛ set to 1 [Takahashi et al., 2010]. We used
both dipole and T89 magnetic ﬁeld models for the purpose of
cross-checking although only the results for the T89 model
are shown. Results for eq calculated using both models
lie within both sets of error bars for L  7. The difference due to the day-night asymmetry of ﬁeld lines, however,
becomes signiﬁcant (beyond the error bar near the midnight
and noon local times) for L > 7. Since ˛ is ﬁxed, eq in

6.5

Number of samples

5. Equatorial Mass Density, eq , During
Solar Minimum
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Figure 7. (top) Median values and interquartile ranges
(IQR) of L of the three GOES satellites as a function of MLT
and (bottom) the number of samples used to calculate the
median and IQR. The numbers in Figure 7 (top) are median
values at each MLT bin.
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Figure 8. (top) Median values of the fT3 samples and (middle) the equatorial mass density, eq , derived
from the fT3 samples, and (bottom) the number of the fT3 samples as a function of MLT. The error bars
represent the interquartile range (IQR). (a) Comparison of the results between GOES and CCE for which
L values vary with the L values listed at Figure 7 (top). (b) Comparison of the CCE results between three
different L bins: 4 < L < 5, GEO bin from Figure 8a, and 8 < L < 9. The equatorial densities were
calculated using the T89 ﬁeld model. The dashed curves indicate 27 day-averaged equatorial mass density,
eq,27d , calculated from the F10.7 dependent empirical model (refer to section 6.2) [Takahashi et al., 2010].
statistical signiﬁcance, interpretation of the statistical result
in the following sections only focuses on the daytime sector,
i.e., 0300–1800 MLT.
[35] The derived eq for both data sets varies inversely
2
with fT3
. That is, the median value monotonically increases
starting below 3 amu/cm3 at 0300 MLT toward the dusk sector up to 10 amu/cm3 . Since the ﬁeld line geometries are
more or less symmetric in MLT at GEO, one can intuitively
expect this inverse behavior. When the dipole ﬁeld is used,
the daytime eq slightly increases owing to the shorter ﬁeld
line than that of the T89 ﬁeld model. The slight increase
of the IQR in eq toward the afternoon can be attributed
to the choice of the linear scale comparing with Figure 8b.
Since there are only a few CCE orbits in the night sector
(Figure 4), the short IQR bars of eq for 1900–0300 MLT is
likely due to all data coming from one or two orbits during
which the geomagnetic condition remained constant. The
noticeable difference between the median eq values of CCE
and GOES is found in the magnitude of eq in the daytime sector. The maximum difference is over 2 amu/cm3 at
1300 MLT. Brief discussion about this difference is given in
section 6.2.
[36] The MLT variation can be compared to Takahashi et
al. [2010, Figure 6]. Note that their result includes the fT3
samples obtained during one full solar cycle. As a result, the
median value and the IQR of their eq are larger than ours.

[37] Figure 8b shows the MLT variation of fT3 and eq for
inner and outer L bins. The ﬁgure format is the same except
for the logarithmic scale in the middle. The number of samples were greater than 10 between 0400 and 1900 MLT for
all L bins. One thing to immediately note is the same MLT
behavior of the median value and IQR at all L bins in the
daytime sector except for the difference in magnitude. The L
dependence will be discussed later in this section.
[38] The L and MLT dependence of fT3 shown in the CCE
data set has good agreement with Takahashi et al. [2002]
whose results are based on the fT1 samples. Namely, the fT1
statistics in Takahashi et al. [2002] also shows a monotonic
variation in local time and radial distance (Figure 6 therein).
5.2. Dependence on Geomagnetic Activity
[39] Since the geomagnetic activity can play a role in
controlling eq , we explored the dependence of eq on the
Dst and Kp indices, similar to the study of Takahashi et
al. [2010]. We note that the result in this section may
be affected by a bias toward the geomagnetic quiet and
moderate condition as explained in section 4.
5.2.1. Kp Variation
[40] Figure 9a shows the dependence of fT3 and eq from
GOES on Kp3d which is the representative Kp value at the
current time, t, obtained by averaging over earlier times, t0 ,
using the weighting factor exp(–(t–t0 )/t0 ), where t0 is 3 days.
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Figure 9. Kp dependent statistics of (top) fT3 , (middle) eq , and (bottom) the number of the fT3 samples
as a function of MLT at geosynchronous orbit. The open circles and the error bars represent the median
values and the IQR. (a) The GOES results and (b) the CCE results at 6.1 < L < 7.1. The samples are
grouped into four Kp3d ranges: [0, 1), [1, 2), [2, 3), and [3, 4) that are indicated by colors. The bold dashed
curves are the median values of eq obtained in Figure 8.
It is known that organizing eq by the Kp3d shows better correlation than the instantaneous Kp value [e.g., Denton et al.,
2004b; Takahashi et al., 2010]. We experimented with different t0 = 0 and 1.5 days, but Kp3d seems to show the trend
more clearly than Kp1.5d and Kp0d . In addition to the spatial
binning, the Kp3d was binned in steps of 1 from 0 to 4 with
no overlap, which are represented by four colored curves.
Additionally, the median values of fT3 and eq and the number of samples at GEO in Figure 8 are superimposed with
the thick dashed curves.
[41] The median values of both fT3 and eq vary little for
Kp3d > 1 at all MLT. Compared to the dashed curve, the
deviations are well contained within the IQR. The median
values increase by 2 amu/cm3 at maximum with the signiﬁcantly larger IQR when Kp3d < 1 in the daytime sector. This
may be attributed to the reﬁlling of the plasmasphere during extremely quiet times as discussed by Takahashi et al.
[2010]. The usual plasma trough density observed by GOES
and CCE is under 10 amu/cm3 at the prenoon sector, which
is well below than 20 amu/cm3 set as the plasma trough density by these authors. It should be noted that our results are
consistent with Takahashi et al. [2010, Figure 9].
[42] Figure 9b shows the same Kp3d dependence for CCE
at GEO. The deviations of fT3 and eq for Kp3d > 1 are
well contained within the IQR as for the GOES case. In the
CCE case, however, the number of samples for Kp3d < 1
was extremely small, so the results may not be statistically
meaningful.

[43] Figures 10a and 10b show the Kp3d dependence in the
inner (L = 4.5 bin) and outer (L = 8.5 bin) L shells, respectively. The ﬁgure format is the same as the previous ﬁgure,
and additionally, the dash-dotted curves in Figures 10a
and 10b represent the median values of the inner and outer
L shells from Figure 8, respectively. As can be anticipated,
both results are only weakly correlated with the Kp index
although the result in Figure 10a may not be statistically
signiﬁcant due to the small number of samples. The outlier
within the shaded box reach up to 150 amu/cm3 and will be
discussed in section 6.1.
5.2.2. Dst Variation
[44] Figures 11a and 11b show the Dst dependence for
GOES and CCE at GEO in the same manner as Figure 9.
In addition to the spatial binning, the data were divided
into three groups according to Dst: –500 < Dst < –50,
–50 < Dst < –10, and –10 < Dst < 100 nT at each
of which the median values and IQR were calculated as
before. For GOES, the median values of fT3 and eq are
almost identical for quiet or moderately disturbed times. It is
when Dst < –50 nT that the deviation becomes substantial.
Takahashi et al. [2010] speculated that this deviation most
likely results from storm injection of heavy ions. Unlike the
GOES case, the CCE data (Figure 11b) shows that eq for
Dst > –10 nT at MLT of the local maximum is slightly larger
than that for Dst < –10 nT.
[45] Figures 12a and 12b show the Dst dependence in
the same manner as Figure 10. In the inner magnetosphere,
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Figure 10. Kp dependent statistics at inner and outer L shell regions: (a) 4 < L < 5 and (b) 8 < L < 9.
The ﬁgure format is the same as Figure 9. The dashed curves are the median values of eq at the GEO bin
and the dash-dotted curves are the median values of eq at either 4 < L < 5 (Figure 10a) or 8 < L < 9
(Figure 10b). The signiﬁcant outlier samples are indicated by the shaded box.
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Figure 11. Same as Figure 9 but for Dst dependence. The samples are grouped into three Dst ranges:
[–500, –50), [–50, –10), and [–10, 100) nT.
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Figure 12. Same as Figure 10 but for Dst dependence. The samples are grouped into three Dst
ranges: [–500, –50), [–50, –10), and [–10, 100) nT. The shaded box represents signiﬁcant outliers that are
discussed in section 6.1.
the median values are weakly correlated to the Dst except
for strongly disturbed times. The largest eq in the data set
was about 180 amu/cm3 and contributed to the outlier in the
shaded box (Figure 12a). In the outer magnetosphere, the
deviations over a large range of MLT for Dst > –50 nT (blue
and red curves) are somewhat larger than those at GEO even
though they are within the IQR.
5.3. L Variation
[46] Since the CCE data set provide a unique opportunity
to investigate the radial variation of eq , it has been further
investigated at four selected MLT bins in the daytime sector.
[47] Figure13 shows the variation of fT3 and eq in L
value in the same format as the previous ﬁgures. The ﬁgure
is divided into four groups corresponding to four MLT
bins, and to reduce confusion, the panels in each group
have the same background color. At all MLT bins, it is
clear that fT3 and eq monotonically decrease in the linear
space and logarithmic space, respectively. Statistical studies using the ground-based ULF observation also show that
the mass density falls logarithmically with L value in the
inner magnetosphere [Berube et al., 2005; Waters et al.,
2006]. The eq variation in L value was approximated with
the second-order polynomial at each MLT. The ﬁtting coefﬁcients in Table 1 suggest a strong linear correlation, as
was expected. The dashed curves in the ﬁgure show the
approximated eq .
[48] The radial dependence shown in Figure 13 can be
compared to Figure 12 in Takahashi and Anderson [1992].
Similar to our analysis, these authors derived the mass
density as a function of L value using equation (2) and

the toroidal frequencies from the CCE magnetometer data.
These authors, however, used ˛ = 4 as the power law index
and used a dipole background magnetic ﬁeld, and therefore,
only qualitative comparison is possible. The ﬁgure shows
a steep gradient in eq at about L = 4.2 beyond which
it decreases logarithmically. The magnitude of our eq for
L = 5–6 at both 0900 and 1200 MLT sectors is slightly larger
than that of Takahashi et al. [2010] in 0900–1200 MLT sector, which may be attributed to the different assumptions. eq
of GOES is also superimposed for a reference at L = 6.6,
which is lower at the daytime sector as was anticipated from
Figure 8; but the range of the error bars overlaps.

6. Discussion
6.1. Short-Lived eq Enhancement and Solar
Cycle Variation
[49] Since CCE detected the toroidal waves during the rising phase of the solar cycle as well, we brieﬂy discuss the
solar cycle variation of eq . Figure 14a shows all eq samples, including those during the rising phase of solar cycle
at the end of the mission period, of CCE for L < 6 (bottom)
and the related Kp, Dst, and F10.7 (top and middle). The units
of F10.7 are 10–22 W/m2 Hz, referred to as the solar ﬂux units
(sfu). During the solar cycle minimum, the samples had values of eq less than 50 amu/cm3 for the L = 4.5 bin and less
than 30 amu/cm3 for the L = 5.5 bin. The median value of
all eq samples shown in the ﬁgure is 20 amu/cm3 indicated
by the horizontal dashed line. During the rising phase of the
solar cycle after January 1988, it is clear that eq on average
increased compared to the median value. One can also notice
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Figure 13. L dependent statistics at four selected MLT ranges: (a) 0500–0700, (b) 0800–1000, (c) 1100–
1300, and (d) 1400–1600 MLT that are indicated by four light colors. The format is the same as Figure 8.
The GOES results are superimposed at 6.6 RE . The dashed curves on the eq panels are the quadratic
polynomial ﬁt whose coefﬁcients are tabulated in Table 1.
the annual variation of eq . This can be attributed to the
precession of the CCE orbit. Overall, this ﬁgure clearly
shows the strong correlation of eq with the long-term solar
cycle variation as shown by Vellante et al. [2007] and
Takahashi et al. [2010].
[50] Sporadic density enhancements with eq greater than
50 amu/cm3 in the ﬁgure are believed to be related to
the plasmaspheric expansion and/or geomagnetic storms.
Takahashi et al. [2010] isolated these two effects by carefully inspecting the baseline of eq in relation to Kp and
Dst and concluded that these enhancements are short-lived
Table 1. Fitting Coefﬁcients of Logarithmic L Dependencea
MLT

p1

p2

p3

0600
0900
1200
1500

0.0328
0.0193
0.0111
0.0103

–0.6995
–0.4746
–0.3749
–0.3543

3.8379
3.0459
2.8651
2.8446

a
The polynomial model is given by log10 eq,ﬁt (L) = p1 L2 + p2 L + p3 where
the units of eq,ﬁt are amu/cm3 .

and usually occur during very quiet or severely disturbed
times. They claimed that the enhancements due to the former are related to the reﬁlling of the plasmasphere and
the enhancements due to the latter are related to heavy ion
(O+ ) injection. Figure 14b shows the examples of these
enhancements that occurred for about 5 months indicated
by the shaded box (Figure 14a) including several strong
storms. Particularly, one enhancement in the beginning of
January 1886 (the dashed line) accompanied a signiﬁcant
Dst drop. eq increased up to about 180 amu/cm3 prior to the
negative Dst  –100 nT and the Kp3d increased to about 2.
Note that the absence of mass enhancements for other storms
does not necessary imply that no enhancement occurred, but
could be due to the magnetometer of CCE not detecting the
toroidal mode waves or being located at the wrong position
during those storms. Since the plasmapause certainly moves
inward during the main phase of storm, these enhancements
are likely associated with the heavy ions injected into the
inner magnetosphere during the main phase of geomagnetic
storms, as also conﬁrmed by the CRRES observation of the
toroidal waves [Takahashi et al., 2006].
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Figure 14. The eq samples that caused the signiﬁcant outliers in Figures 10 and 12. (a) Shown are
eq samples from CCE for 4 < L < 6 and the corresponding Kp3d , Dst, and F10.7,27d (27 day-averaged
F10.7 ) [Takahashi et al., 2010] parameters for whole years. The shaded boxes indicate the period that has
substantial eq enhancements. (b) The same as Figure 14a but the time axes are magniﬁed to ﬁt to the
shaded boxes. The dashed line in Figure 14a (bottom) indicates 6 January 1986.
6.2. Comparison With F10.7 -Based Empirical Model
[51] The strong correlation of eq with the solar activity
has been investigated in previous studies [Vellante et al.,
1996, 2007; Takahashi et al., 2010]. It is known that the
solar irradiation (UV/EUV) is a major controlling factor of
ionospheric outﬂows and thus ion production [Strangeway et
al., 2005]. Based on the result of the strong correlation with

long-term variations of F10.7 , Takahashi et al. [2010] established a simple empirical model of fT3 and eq that can be
written as
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Figure 15. Dependence of eq on different values of the power law index, ˛ . (a) eq as a function of
MLT at GEO and (b) eq as a function of L shell at noon MLT. The results of ﬁve different ˛ values
(0.5, 1, 2, 4, and 6) are represented by blue, black, green, red, and magenta colors.

where units of fT3,27d , F10.7,27d , and eq,27d are given by mHz,
sfu, and amu/cm3 , respectively, and the variables are all
27 day averaged as indicated by the subscript. The calculated fT3,27d and eq,27d represent the nominal values at the
dawn-noon sector.
[52] The thick dashed curves in Figure 8a shows the
median values of fT3,27d and eq,27d that were calculated from
F10.7,27d at each sample in the dawn-noon sector. The model
well estimates the derived mass density at 1000 MLT for
CCE but overestimates the density at all dawn-noon local
times for GOES. The CCE data was collected during the
time period of the data set of Takahashi et al. [2010] (1980–
1992) which was used to ﬁnd equation (3) and (4). On the
other hand, our GOES data set was taken during the recent
solar cycle minimum. When comparing these two solar cycle
minima in Figure 3, average F10.7 for GOES is only slightly
lower than that for CCE although F10.7 for CCE has more
spikes. The sunspot number and Dst indicate that the solar
activity during the recent solar minimum was much quieter
than the one for CCE, which may have led to lower eq
for GOES.
6.3. Dependence of eq on the Power Law Index ˛
[53] In order to investigate how variations in ˛ affect the
derived eq , we calculate eq for four additional ˛ values,
0.5, 2, 4, and 6. Figure 15a shows the eq dependence on
different ˛ values as a function of MLT at GEO. The black
curve shows the result for ˛ = 1. Clearly, as ˛ increases
from 0.5 to 6, eq decreases: the ratio eq (˛ = 1)/eq (˛ = 6)
is about 3. The deviations for ˛ = 0.5 and 2 are within the
estimated error range of eq with ˛ = 1. These variations

are consistent across L shells and MLT bins as shown in
the ﬁgure.
[54] Denton et al. [2006] investigated the effective ˛ values and found that ˛ = 2 is appropriate for L = 4 – 5 (˛ = 1
for L = 5 – 6) for the mass density ﬁeld line distributions.
For L > 6, none of ˛ values are appropriate because the ﬁeld
line distributions become nonmonotonic with a local peak
in mass density at the magnetic equator [Takahashi et al.,
2004]. Takahashi et al. [2006] and Denton et al. [2006] suggested that if one chooses to use the power law model for
L > 6, the ˛ = 1 solution better characterizes the distribution along the entire ﬁeld line. We note that their studies are
based on CRRES data predominantly at solar maximum in
the afternoon local time sector.
[55] The effective ˛ values also depend on MLT.
Takahashi and Denton [2007] examined the local time
dependence of the mass density distributions using GOES
data and found that the equatorial peak occurs in the dusk
sector but not in the dawn sector. This may suggest a larger
˛ value in the dawn sector due to the mass density minimum
at the magnetic equator.
[56] Based on the previous studies, larger ˛ values appear
to be appropriate in the inner magnetosphere and/or in the
dawn sector, where the mass density distributions are monotonic with a local minimum at the magnetic equator, than
those in the outer magnetosphere and/or in the dusk sector, where the distributions are nonmonotonic with a local
peak at the magnetic equator. Assuming that the effective
alpha value tends to decrease toward the dusk sector and/or
the larger L value, the resulting local time (radial) variation
would become more rapid (slower) than the result with ˛ = 1.
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7. Summary
[57] We have determined the global variation of the equatorial mass density derived from the toroidal Alfvén frequencies acquired by GOES satellites during solar minimum and
CCE during solar minimum and the rising phase of the solar
cycle. The frequency observations from CCE enabled us to
investigate the L shell dependence of the mass density in the
outer magnetosphere between L = 4 and 9, providing a more
thorough understanding of the global structure of the equatorial mass density. The third harmonic frequency, fT3 , was
used to derive the equatorial mass density, eq , assuming the
power law variation along the ﬁeld line with ˛ = 1 for the
inversion technique. Our analysis procedure and frequency
identiﬁcation algorithm were thoroughly cross-checked with
the result of Takahashi et al. [2010], and between the CCE
and GOES samples at GEO. To increase the statistical signiﬁcance of our results, this study only focused on the
0300–1800 MLT.
[58] We summarize our main ﬁndings:
[59] 1. The MLT variations of fT3 and eq at GEO observed
by two different missions operated during two solar cycle
minima are consistent with each other although the magnitude is slightly different. Namely, eq at GEO monotonically
increases toward the dusk sector. These variations at GEO
have good agreement with previous studies.
[60] 2. The current study extended our understanding of
the distribution of eq by including the samples from a wider
L range and showed that the magnitude of eq falls logarithmically with increasing L value in the outer magnetosphere
while the MLT variations remain consistent with those
at GEO.
[61] 3. The current study conﬁrmed that eq at GEO is
only weakly correlated with the geomagnetic activities that
were represented by the Kp and Dst. We found that this
weak correlation is maintained at other L shells. That is, eq
varies little for moderately disturbed times and the shortlived enhancements usually occur during either quiet times
or geomagnetic storms.
[62] 4. The current study conﬁrmed the strong correlation of eq with the solar cycle represented by F10.7 and the
sunspot number, and the empirical model based solely on
F10.7 may not be enough to represent the solar activity that
can ultimately drive density variations.
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